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Reverse nearest neighbor (RNN) monitoring queries are useful in many object track-
ing scenarios using wireless sensor networks. However, there is still no research work ad-
dressing RNN monitoring queries in this environment. In addition, even though some algo-
rithms have been proposed to process RNN monitoring queries inother environments, they
are not quite appropriate for wireless sensor networks. Thereason is that these algorithms
all adopt centralized processing which requires all objectlocations sent to a central server to
be processed further, thus exhausts quickly the sensor nodes’ limited power. Therefore, in
this paper, we study the problem of processing RNN monitoringqueries in wireless sensor
networks. We consider both two cases of RNN monitoring queries, namely monochromatic
and bichromatic, and develop for each case a localized and incremental monitoring algo-
rithm. Our main ideas are to localize the searching task to onlyrelevant sensor nodes near
the query point and to establish and incrementally maintain some restricted monitoring ar-
eas for each query. During the major part of the query lifetime,only object location updates
from these areas instead of the whole space need to be collected and processed. Extensive
experimental results show that the proposed algorithms are scalable and an order of magni-
tude more efficient than the centralized ones in terms of energyconsumption.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study reverse nearest neighbor (RNN) monitoring queries in wire-
less sensor networks. There are two cases of RNN queries, namely monochromaticand
bichromatic[1]. In the former case, all objects are of the same type. Given a set of objects
O and a query objectq ∈ O, a monochromatic RNN monitoring query forq continuously
retrieves all objectso ∈ O such thatq is o’s nearest neighbor. In the latter case, each object
belongs to one of two distinct types. Given two types of objects O andP and a query
objectq ∈ O, a bichromatic RNN monitoring query forq continuously retrieves all objects
p ∈ P such thatq is p’s nearest neighbor inO. Fig. 1 illustrates these two cases where
there is only one type of objects, i.e., “black” objects, in the monochromatic case while
there are two types of objects, i.e., “black” ones of typeP and “white” ones of typeO, in
the bichromatic case. The RNNs ofq, in both cases, are marked with adjacent arrows. In
the first case, although the nearest neighbor ofq is o2, o2 is not the RNN ofq because the
closest object ofo2 is notq. In this case,o1 ando7 are the RNNs ofq. In the second case,
although the object closest toq is p5, the precise RNNs ofq arep2 andp6.

1This work was supported by the National Research Foundationof Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea
government (MEST) (No. 2010-0018865).



(a) Monochromatic RNN (b) Bichromatic RNN
Fig. 1. RNN examples

RNN queries, either monochromatic or bichromatic, are useful in a variety of appli-
cations, such as decision support, location-based service, resource allocation, and profile-
based management. Hence, this kind of queries has received considerable attention from
the computer science research community in recent years. Numerous studies have been
done to process both snapshot RNN queries [1–13] and continuous RNN queries [14–19]
in various environments. In wireless sensor networks, RNN queries are also very helpful in
many monitoring scenarios. For example, consider a wireless sensor network deployed in
the forest by scientists to track a herd of animals and study their behaviors. The scientists
may be interested in knowing the number and locations of the reverse nearest individuals
to some specific leading ones to evaluate the degrees of influence of these “leaders” on
the others. The scientists may also be interested in finding the numbers of individuals that
are reversely nearest to some different locations, each of which has particular characteris-
tics, to estimate how much each location is preferred by the herd. However, there is still
no research work addressing RNN monitoring queries in wireless sensor networks though
spatial queries in this environment have been investigatedin some places [20–25].

To solve the RNN monitoring queries in wireless sensor network environment, an
intuitive strategy is to apply the algorithms proposed for other environments, such as deci-
sion support system or profile-based management system, to this environment. Nonethe-
less, these algorithms all adopt centralized processing and thus are not very appropriate for
wireless sensor networks. Recall that a wireless sensor network often consists of hundreds
or thousands of sensor nodes distributed in a large region. Each sensor node is usually
equipped with small batteries having very limited power. Replacing these batteries is in-
convenient or even impossible in most cases. Besides, sensor nodes communicate with
each other by transmitting and receiving messages over the radio. Previous studies have
shown that radio communication is the main source of energy consumption at the sensor
nodes [26–28]. Meanwhile, applying the centralized processing approach means that all
updated object locations must be transmitted from all sensor nodes to a central server to be
processed further. The sensor nodes thus will quickly run out of energy and not be able to
continue serving the users.

In this paper, we propose twoLocalized and INcrEmental monitoring algorithms,
calledLINE(s), to continuously evaluate RNN monitoring queries in objecttracking wire-
less sensor networks. The first algorithm is for the monochromatic case and the second one
is for the bichromatic case. Our algorithms are motivated byan observation that the RNNs



of a query pointq are usually objects close toq. In a typical network, when an objectoi is
far from q, oi is more likely to be closer to another object then toq. For instance, consider
objects lying near the boundaries of the monitoring regionssuch aso3, o4, o6, o8, o9, o10,
o12 in Fig. 1a andp3, p4, p1, p7, p8, p9 in Fig. 1b. The nearest neighbors of all of these
objects are notq so these objects are notq’s RNNs. Correspondingly, our key ideas are
to localize the searching task to only relevant sensor nodesnearq and to establish and in-
crementally maintain some restricted monitoring areas forq. These restricted monitoring
areas, according to our observation, are usually small and localized aroundq. During the
major part of the query lifetime, only updated object locations from these areas instead of
the whole space need to be collected and processed. As a result, the network-wide energy
consumption is substantially reduced.

Under the same network model and key ideas, each of our two LINE algorithms con-
sists of two main steps, namelyinitial andincrementalsteps. In the initial step, LINE uses
a filtering-verification framework to obtain the initial result of the query and a set of ini-
tial monitoring areas. Then, in the incremental step, LINE continuously analyzes location
updates of the objects detected in the monitoring areas and reevaluates the RNN set of the
query point. Due to object movements, the monitoring areas may need to be changed on
the fly. LINE adaptively updates the shapes of the monitoringareas so that exact query
results can be achieved with minimum energy consumption at the sensor nodes. Results
from extensive experiments show that LINE(s) are scalable and an order of magnitude
more efficient than the centralized ones in terms of energy consumption.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents system model, query
description, and preliminary network set-ups. Sections 3 and 4 describe our LINE algo-
rithms for monochromatic and bichromatic RNN monitoring queries in detail, respectively.
Section 5 gives proofs of correctness of the proposed algorithms. Section 6 reports experi-
mental results. Section 7 reviews related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 System Model

The system is a two-tuple〈N, O〉 whereN is the set of wireless sensor nodes andO

is the set of objects. Both sensor nodes and objects are distributed on a 2D space which
represents for the geographical area of interest. Objects in O belong to only one type in the
monochromatic case and two distinct types in the bichromatic case. LetRt denote the radio
transmission range of each sensor node. For each nodeni, all nodes whose distances toni

are less than or equal toRt are calledni’s neighbors. All nodes are aware of their locations
and through message exchanges, each node is aware of the locations of its neighbors. Let
Rs denote the sensing range of each sensor node. Every sensor node has the ability to
sense locations of objects within this range.

We consider a general situation where objects may move, but moving directions and
speeds are not known in advance. We assume that the network isconnected, i.e., any
sensor node can communicate with any other either directly or indirectly through a routing
protocol. We also assume that the network is dense, i.e., thegeographical area of interest
is fully covered by the sensing ranges of the sensor nodes. Ateach sampling interval, the
location of each object is detected by a sensor node in the network. There are a number



of technologies to detect the exact locations of the objects, (e.g., [29–32]). However, since
object location detection is out of our focus and is independent of the RNN monitoring
algorithms, we assume that the locations of the objects can be sensed by the sensor nodes
and are available at the nodes for further processing as in other previous studies [23, 25,
33–35]. Like existing work on continuous spatial queries [15, 16, 19], we assume that the
errors due to the measuring equipments are insignificant andcan be ignored.

2.2 RNN Monitoring Query

RNN monitoring queries can be made via sensor nodes from anywhere in the network.
For each RNN monitoring queryQ, the user specifies a query pointq, a sampling interval
Ls, and an expected query lifetimeLt. Here,q can be a real object in the deployment
field of the network or be a virtual object that represents forthe user herself. Specifying
q means that specifying the identity and location of this object. Ls is the number of time
units between every two consecutive sampling times for object locations.Lt is the number
of time units that the user desires the query will run. To submit a query, the user uses
her PC or hand-held device to send the query’s information toany nearby sensor node.
The sensor node receiving a query first forwards it towardq through GPSR routing [36].
Given a destination location, GPSR routes the message to thesensor node closest to the
destination location. Thus, the node closest toq would receive the query. We call this node
thequery sink node.

In processing each queryQ, our objective is to continuously maintain for the query
point q a precise RNN set at its query sink node, which in turn reportsthis set to the user
after every sampling interval, in such a way that the averageenergy consumption at the
sensor nodes is minimized.

2.3 Virtual Network Structure

In our algorithms, for each query pointq, we define a grid structure to conceptually
partition the sensor network into a set of grid cells. Each grid cell is a square of sizeα×α.
Coordinates of the grid cells are configured whenq is given so thatq is the centroid of a
grid cell. Note that, this configuration strategy is used consistently throughout the proposed
algorithms in Section 3 and 4. When a query point moves, its virtual grid structure also
changes correspondingly. When a new query point is specified,a new virtual grid structure
is created separately for this new query point. Each sensor node can autonomously compute
the grid cell in which it is located provided that it knows thelocation (q.x, q.y) of the query
point q and the value ofα. The centroid of the grid cell containing a sensor node located

at location (x, y) is given by
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example of this centroid computation, please see Appendix A.
For each grid cellG, we define a special sensor node callC-node and denote this

node bynC(G). TheC-node of a grid cell is the sensor node closest to the centroidof
that cell. All sensor nodes in a cell virtually form a clusterand theC-node of the cell acts
as the cluster head. Whenever a task is assigned for a cellG, it will be sent through a
message to theC-node ofG (i.e., nC(G)). This C-node will perform the assigned task,
collect possible results, and send these results back to thesensor node that initiates this
task. When we say that a message is sent to a cell, it means that this message is sent to the



C-node of that cell. Communications among cells will be communications among their
C-nodes through GPSR routing.

For energy efficiency, we set the value ofα so that theC-node of a cell can com-
municate with all sensor nodes in its cell by only an one-hop broadcast message, and vice
versa. The diameter of each grid cell (i.e.,

√
2α) thus should be less than the transmission

rangeRt of the sensor nodes. Therefore, we set the cell size atα = 1√
2
· Rt. To cover

the entire cell with one-hop broadcast, theC-node of a grid cell must be located within
distance1

2
· Rt to the centroid of the cell. Note that, if there is noC-node located within

the distance1
2
·Rt to the centroid of a grid cellGe, Ge must be an empty grid cell without

any sensor node in it, and hence no object location needs to becollected fromGe.

3. MONOCHROMATIC RNN MONITORING

This section presents our LINE algorithm formonochromaticRNN monitoring queries.
Given a monochromatic RNN monitoring queryQ, LINE evaluatesQ in two steps, namely
the initial and theincrementalsteps. The initial step is executed only once at the time of
issuing the query to report an initial query result to the user. Conversely, the incremental
step is triggered after every sampling interval throughoutthe query lifetime to continuously
update the query result.

3.1 Initial Step

The initial step of LINE consists of two phases:filtering andverification.

3.1.1 Filtering

Since there can be many objects in the monitoring area of the sensor network (i.e.,
the geographical area of interest), it is infeasible to consider every object in this area to
check whetherq is its nearest neighbor. Therefore, in the filtering phase, LINE tries to
prune as many objects as possible so that only a few objects left for further investigation.
To prune objects, LINE uses a pruning rule calledhalf-space pruning[5]. Consider two
distinct objectsoi andoj in the monitoring area, which is a 2D space. Theperpendicular
bisectorbetweenoi andoj divides this space into two half-spaces. Every object that lies in
the half-space containingoi is closer tooi than tooj , and vice versa. Hence, consider the
query pointq and an objecto, all objects that lie in the half-space containingo, specified
by the perpendicular bisector betweeno andq, cannot be RNNs ofq. Fig. 2a shows an
example in which the entire space is divided into two half-spaces by the perpendicular
bisector between the query pointq and an object namedo2. In the figure, all objectso1,
o3, o4, ando5 lie in the half-space containingo2, so they are closer too2 than toq. These
objects thus are not RNNs ofq and can be pruned.

In the pruning process, an object that is used to prune other objects is called acandi-
date object, e.g.,o2 in Fig. 2a. When we say that a candidate objecto prunes a grid cell
G, it means thato prunes all objects residing inG. A grid cell G is pruned by a candidate
objecto if and only if G completely lies inside the half-space containingo that is specified
by the perpendicular bisector betweeno andq. In Fig. 2a, thegreyandwhite regions are



respectivelyprunedandunprunedregions. A region can be pruned by one or more candi-
date objects. However, to be an unpruned region, it must not be pruned by any candidate
object.

Let RNNCandandRNNSetdenote the set of candidate objects and the set of exact
RNNs ofq, respectively. LINE constructsRNNCandso that when the filtering phase fin-
ishes, there is no object in the unpruned region exceptq. Accordingly, only candidate
objects can be RNNs ofq (i.e.,RNNSetis a subset ofRNNCand). Later, in the verification
phase, all members ofRNNCandwill be verified to find which one is also a member of
RNNSet. Now, the filtering phase is processed as follows.

(a) Half-space pruning (b) Circular routing (c) Cell-to-Cell routing

(d) Filtering (e) Filtering finishes (f) Verification
Fig. 2. Monochromatic RNN - Initial step

• Starting from the query sink node, the query message is passed along theC-nodes
of the grid cells to search for nearby objects in the neighboring grid cells (other
sensor nodes may be visited if twoC-nodes cannot directly communicate with each
other). The search starts from the cell centered atq and is divided into rounds as
illustrated in Fig. 2b. In each roundi (i ≥ 1), the unvisited cells whose minimum
distances toq are shorter thani × α are visited in clockwise order as shown in Fig.
2c. Initially, the query message contains the location of the query pointq and two
empty setsVisitedCellsandRNNCand. Later on, when grid cells are visited and
objects are detected on the way, bothVisitedCellsandRNNCandwill be updated.
The setVisitedCellswill contain the locations of the centroids of all visited grid
cells. The setRNNCandwill contain the locations of all found candidate objects.



The size of the query message thus would grow gradually corresponding to the grow
of VisitedCellsandRNNCand.

• When a grid cellG is visited, nC(G) (that is, theC-node ofG) first computes
whetherG has been pruned or not. IfG is a pruned cell (i.e.,G is a completely grey
cell), nC(G) simply forwards the query message to the next cell. Otherwise,nC(G)
broadcasts an one-hop probe message to all sensor nodes inG to ask for object
locations. The probe message must contain the locations ofq and G’s centroid.
Each sensor nodeni receiving the probe message first determines whether it is inG
or not. If ni is in G, ni senses the locations of objects lying within its sensing range
and replies tonC(G) with detected object locations if any. Besides,nC(G) itself
also senses the locations of objects lying in its sensing area.

• When locations of all objects inG have already been collected intonC(G), nC(G)
performs half-space pruning to prune these objects and to prune not-yet visited other
cells. Assume thatm objectso1, ..., om have been detected inG. LetMG denote the
set of these objects. For each objectoi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) in MG, nC(G) tries to prune
oi using all candidate objects found so far currently stored inRNNCand. If oi can
be pruned,nC(G) removes this object fromMG. Otherwise,nC(G) addsoi into
RNNCandand continues to prune the remaining objects inMG. When all objects in
MG have been considered,nC(G) refinesRNNCandby trying to remove each object
oj in RNNCandand performing half-space pruning again. If the unpruned region
obtained by removingoj is the same as the one obtained by not removingoj , oj is
really removed fromRNNCand. The centroid ofG is added toVisitedCells. nC(G)
forwards the query message, which contains the updated versions ofVisitedCellsand
RNNCand, to the next cell. In finding the next cell to send the query message,nC(G)
dynamically computes which neighboring cells have been visited and decides which
cell should be visited next.

• In a cellG, if nC(G) figures out that all unpruned cells have already been visited, the
filtering phase stops. There must be no object in the unprunedspace except the query
point. For each candidate objectoi in RNNCand, let Gi be the grid cell thatoi was
detected andnC(Gi) be theC-node ofGi. nC(G) sends tonC(Gi) a notification
message containing the location ofoi and a signal to indicate thatoi is a candidate
object. Finally,nC(G) sends the latest version ofRNNCandto the query sink node.

Fig. 2d shows an example when the filtering phase is in progress. In the figure, 9 cells,
marked by the corresponding numbers from 1 to 9, have been visited and two candidate
objects,o2 ando6, have been found and used to prune other objects. In theC-node of the
current cell (i.e., cell number 9),VisitedCellsis now containing information of these 9 cells
andRNNCandis now containing information ofo2 ando6. As in the previous example,
the pruned region is in grey and the unpruned region is in white. We can see that even
when only two candidate objects have been found, a major partof the entire space has
been pruned.

Fig. 2e illustrates an example when the filtering phase can stop. In this figure, the
grid cell containing objecto8 is currently visited. Objecto8 is detected and becomes a new
candidate object. A major part of the remaining unpruned region is now pruned (note that,



the newly pruned region is in light grey). Now, all the unpruned cells (i.e., cells which still
have white areas) have been visited, thus the filtering phasecan stop.

3.1.2 Verification

In the verification phase, all candidate objects have to be verified to determine precisely
which of them areq’s RNNs. Recall that, in the last step of the filtering phase, anotification
message would be sent to each cellGi if at least one of the objects detected inGi is a
candidate object. Hence, for each cellGi receiving such a notification, letRNNCand(Gi)
be the set of all candidate objects detected inGi. For each objectoi in RNNCand(Gi),
nC(Gi) searches for the nearest neighbor ofoi on behalf of this object. Here, to search
for the nearest neighbor of an object, we uses the algorithm for one-shot nearest neighbor
search proposed in [25]. If it ends up thatq is oi’s nearest neighbor,oi is verified to be
a member ofRNNSet. Otherwise,oi is not a member ofRNNSet. In both cases,nC(Gi)
sends the result to the query sink node. When the query sink node has received results
for all candidate objects, the verification phase finishes. The query sink node then reports
the initial query result inRNNSetto the user. Fig. 2f continues with our example for the
filtering phase to illustrate this verification phase. The figure shows that there are three
candidate objects{o2, o6, o8}, but onlyo6 is a correct RNN ofq after verification whileo2

ando8 are not.RNNSettherefore contains onlyo6. Fig. 3 shows the pseudo-code of the
initial step of LINE for the monochromatic case.

3.2 Incremental Step

In the incremental step, our algorithm continuously updates the query result and reports
this updated result to the user. However, the result of the query may change whenever
an object moves. If a centralized algorithm is used, after every user-specified sampling
interval, it will collect new object locations from all sensor nodes to a central server first
and perform all computations to find updates to the query result in this central server later.
Hence, every sensor node will have to sample new locations ofobjects in its sensing range
and send all updated locations to the central server. Nevertheless, since each query point
can only have at most six RNNs [1, 4], most of the samplings andmessage transmissions
of the sensor nodes will be useless. Fortunately, in a normalcircumstance, the RNNs of
q are usually close toq as we have mentioned in our observation in Section 1. Therefore,
in our algorithm, we propose to monitor only some restrictedareas nearq instead of the
whole space to save energy of the sensor nodes. Specifically,the monitoring areas consist
of the unpruned region (i.e., the white area in Fig. 2f) and the circular regions around the
candidate objects that cover their nearest neighbors (i.e., the circular regions marked by
dotted circles around the candidate objects in Fig. 2f). We mark the grid cells that overlap
these areas as “M”. To mark the cells overlapping the unpruned region, a message is sent
from the query sink node to each of these cells. To mark the cells overlapping the circular
region around each candidate object, theC-node of the cell containing the corresponding
candidate object sends a message to each of these cells. After every sampling interval, only
cells marked as “M” have to sense object locations in its area. Then, depending on various
specific scenarios, the RNNs set ofq will be reevaluated and the shapes of the monitoring
areas will be adjusted. Notice that, the incremental aspectof our algorithm comes from
the fact that each execution instance of our algorithm updates the shapes of the monitoring



Fig. 3. The initial step of LINE for monochromatic case

areas. Then, subsequent executions of the algorithm will need to monitor only these areas
rather than the whole space.

Let CRi denote the circular monitoring region around a candidate objectoi that cov-
ers oi’s nearest neighbor. Recall thatGi and nC(Gi) respectively denote the grid cell
containingoi and theC-node of this grid cell. LetGd

j be the grid cell that detects any new
objectoj in the monitoring areas. TheC-node ofGd

j , following our convention used so
far, is denoted asnC(Gd

j ). In detail, the monitoring scenarios are defined and processed as
follows.



3.2.1 When an objectoj moves into the circular monitoring region CRi of a can-
didate object oi, but not into the unpruned region, oi cannot be a member of
RNNSet

When this scenario occurs, first,oj is detected by a grid cellGd
j which is overlapping

CRi. Next, nC(Gd
j ) sends a notification message, containingoj ’s location, tonC(Gi).

nC(Gi), thus, knows that the nearest neighbor ofoi is nowoj . nC(Gi) updates its memory
about this fact and recomputes the circular monitoring region CRi surroundingoi. After
that,nC(Gi) sends a message to all cells that overlap the oldCRi but do not overlap the
newCRi to turn off the monitoring tasks in these cells. In other words,CRi shrinks to a
smaller circular region. Importantly, ifoi is currently a RNN ofq, nC(Gi) sends a message
to the query sink node to excludeoi from RNNSet. Besides, sinceoj resides in the pruned
area, it cannot be a RNN ofq. Fig. 4a illustrates this scenario where each object among
o4, o11, ando12 represents foroj in our description.

3.2.2 When the nearest neighboroj of a candidate objectoi moves away, we have to
check if oi is a member ofRNNSet

The new location ofoj may not be known, but at least the grid cellGj which previously
containsoj could detect this movement. Accordingly,nC(Gj) sends a message tonC(Gi)
to inform nC(Gi) about this fact. After receiving such a message,nC(Gi) performs a
search on the neighboring cells to find the new nearest neighbor of oi. When the nearest
neighbor ofoi is found,nC(Gi) updatesoi’s monitoring regionCRi. Messages are sent
from nC(Gi) to all cells that overlap the newCRi but do not overlap the oldCRi to turn
on the monitoring tasks in these cells. In other words,CRi expands in this case. If the new
nearest neighbor ofoi is the query sink node,nC(Gi) sends a notification message to the
query sink node to addoi into RNNSet. An example of this scenario is shown in Fig. 4b
where objecto9 moves away from the candidate objecto8.

3.2.3 When an objectoj moves into the unpruned region, this object must be a can-
didate object and we have to check if it is a member ofRNNSet

When this case happens, theC-nodenC(Gd
j ) of the detecting cellGd

j informs the query
sink node about the appearance ofoj . oj becomes a candidate object itself and is added to
RNNCand. nC(Gd

j ) also performs a search to find the nearest neighbor ofoj . If this nearest
neighbor isq, oj is a member ofRNNSet. Otherwise,oj is not a member ofRNNSetand
is only a member ofRNNCand. In both cases,nC(Gd

j ) sends a message to the query sink
node to inform the search result.nC(Gd

j ) also computes the circular monitoring region for
oj and sends messages to all cells overlapping this region to turn on their monitoring tasks.
Next, the query sink node refines the setRNNCandby trying to remove the members of
RNNCandone by one. Whenever the removal of a member does not result in any change in
the monitoring areas, this member is really removed fromRNNCand. The query sink node
then sends a notification message to theC-node of the grid cell containing this member to
inform about this removal. The receivingC-node sends further notification messages to
relevant cells to turn off their monitoring tasks. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 4c where
objecto11 moves into the unpruned region and becomes a RNN ofq.



(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2 (c) Scenario 3

(d) Scenario 4 (e) Scenario 5
Fig. 4. Monochromatic RNN - Monitoring scenarios of the incremental step

3.2.4 When a candidate objectoi changes its location, the perpendicular bisector
betweenoi and q may not work for half-space pruning anymore

Since theC-node of the cell previously containingoi can know this movement, thisC-
node notifies the query sink node aboutoi’s movement. The query sink node then removes
oi from RNNCand. The query sink node also removesoi from RNNSetif oi was a member
of this set. Due to the removal ofoi from RNNCand, someprunedareas now become
unpruned. Thus, the query sink node searches for candidate objects and RNNs of q in
these new unpruned areas. The search is conducted as in the initial step except that the
set RNNCandmay not be empty at the beginning. When the search finishes, both sets
RNNCandandRNNSetare updated accordingly. Fig. 4d demonstrates this scenario where
objectso2, o6, ando8 take the role ofoi.

3.2.5 When the query point changes its location, bothRNNCand and RNNSet may
change completely

The search for RNNs ofq is carried out as in the initial step. However, the current set
RNNCandis attached to the query message from the beginning to narrowdown the search
space. Fig. 4e illustrates this scenario where the query point q changes its location.

Out of the described scenarios,RNNSetis not affected. Besides, two conflicting sce-
narios may sometimes occur concurrently. Nevertheless, LINE can depend on the domi-
nance relations between the scenarios to decide which one should be processed. According



to the descriptions of all scenarios, Scenario 5 dominates all others. Scenario 4 dominates
Scenario 1 and 2. Scenario 1 dominates Scenario 2. Other pairs of scenarios can be pro-
cessed in parallel. Finally, after every sampling interval, the query sink node reports the
most updated version ofRNNSetto the user. Fig. 5 shows an abstract of the incremental
step of LINE for the monochromatic case.

Fig. 5. The incremental step of LINE for monochromatic case



4. BICHROMATIC RNN MONITORING

This section presents our LINE algorithm forbichromaticRNN monitoring queries.
Unlike the monochromatic case where all objects are of the same type, in bichromatic
RNN, we distinguish between two types of objectsO andP . Suppose that the query point
q is an object inO. The query’s requirement is to find all objectsp ∈ P so that the nearest
neighbor ofp among all objects inO is q. The framework of our LINE algorithm in this
section is similar to the one of our LINE algorithm in the previous section. In particular,
the LINE algorithm for bichromatic RNN monitoring also consists of two steps, namely
initial andincrementalsteps.

Because there are two distinct types of objects in this bichromatic case, we have to
redefine some notions before describing the two steps of LINE. Recall that, in the previous
section for the monochromatic case, a candidate object is not only a potential RNN ofq
but also a partner ofq to prune other objects. However, in the bichromatic case, since
all potential RNNs ofq must be of typeP and only objects of typeO can be used to
prune other objects, we have to distinguish candidate objects from pruning partners. In our
description below,a candidate objectis still a potential RNN ofq, but belongs to the set of
type-P objects and cannot be used to prune other objects. In contrast, a pruning partneris
an object of typeO that is used together with the query pointq (also of typeO) to prune
objects of typeP . Let us see Fig. 6a for an example. In the figure, white objectsare of type
O while black objects are of typeP . Among these objects,p2, p8, andp9 are candidate
objects whileo2, o5, ando6 are pruning partners.

We now describe the two steps of our LINE algorithm as follows.

4.1 Initial Step

The initial step of LINE for the bichromatic case also comprises two phases, namely
filtering andverificationphases.

(a) Filtering and verification (b) Unpruned region update
Fig. 6. Bichromatic RNN - Initial step

4.1.1 Filtering

In the filtering phase, our purpose is to find a small set of candidate objects for later
verification. We search for pruning partners of typeO and use these partners to prune



objects of typeP . Objects that cannot be pruned by any pruning partner found so far are
considered as candidate objects. The filtering phase is processed as follows.

• Starting from the query sink node, the query message is passed along theC-nodes
of the grid cells to search for nearby objects in the neighboring grid cells. As in
the monochromatic case, the search starts from the cell centered atq and is divided
into rounds. Initially, the query message contains the location of the query pointq
and three empty setsVisitedCells, RNNCand, andRNNPruningPartners. As normal,
VisitedCellsandRNNCandwill contain the locations of the centroids of all visited
grid cells and the locations of all found candidate objects,respectively. The new set
used only for the bichromatic case,RNNPruningPartners, will contain the locations
of all found pruning partners.

• When a grid cellG is visited,nC(G) first computes whetherG has been pruned or
not. If G is a pruned cell,nC(G) simply forwards the query message to the next cell.
Otherwise,nC(G) broadcasts an one-hop probe message to all sensor nodes inG to
ask for the locations and types of objects lying inG.

• When information of all objects in a grid cellG has already been collected into
nC(G), nC(G) first categorizes each object into one of the two typesO and P .
Then, all objects of typeO are added into the setRNNPruningPartners. Next,
nC(G) refines the setRNNPruningPartnersby trying to remove each objectoi in
RNNPruningPartnersand performs half-space pruning again. If the unpruned re-
gion obtained by removingoi is the same as the one obtained by not removingoi, oi

is really removed fromRNNPruningPartners. After that,nC(G) uses all type-O ob-
jects inRNNPruningPartnersto perform half-space pruning on all collected type-P
objects and on not-yet visited other cells. All type-P objects that survive after the
pruning are added toRNNCand. Note that, all previously collected type-P objects
in RNNCandalso have to be checked against the new pruning partners. Then, the
centroid ofG is added toVisitedCells. nC(G) computes which cell should be vis-
ited next and forwards the query message, which contains theupdated versions of
VisitedCells, RNNCand, andRNNPruningPartners, to that cell.

• In a cellG, if nC(G) figures out that all unpruned cells have already been visited,
the filtering phase stops. There must be no object of typeO in the unpruned space
except the query point. For each objectpi in RNNCand, let Gi be the grid cell
that pi was detected andnC(Gi) be theC-node ofGi. nC(G) sends tonC(Gi)
a notification message containing the location ofpi and a signal to indicate thatpi

is a candidate object. Finally,nC(G) sends the latest versions ofRNNCandand
RNNPruningPartnersto the query sink node.

Fig. 6a shows an example where, after the filtering phase,RNNPruningPartnerscon-
tains location information ofo2, o5, ando6 andRNNCandcontains location information
of p2, p8, andp9.

4.1.2 Verification

In the verification phase, all candidate objects must be verified. Recall that, in the last
step of the filtering phase, a notification message would be sent to each cellGi if at least



one of the objects detected inGi is a candidate object. Hence, for each cellGi receiving
such a notification, letRNNCand(Gi) be the set of all candidate objects detected inGi. For
each objectpi in RNNCand(Gi), nC(Gi) searches for the nearest neighbor ofpi among
all objects of typeO. If the result is thatq is pi’s nearest neighbor,pi is really a member
of RNNSet. Otherwise,pi is not a member ofRNNSet. Whetherpi is a member ofRNNSet
or not,nC(Gi) sends a message to the query sink node to inform the result. Ifthe nearest
neighbor ofpi is notq, it must be another type-O object. Let us call this objectonn(pi).
The information aboutonn(pi) is attached to the message sent fromnC(Gi) to the query
sink node. At the query sink node,onn(pi) is added to the setRNNPruningPartnersandpi

is removed fromRNNCand. After all candidate objects are verified and the final version of
RNNSetis determined, the query sink node reportsRNNSetto the user.

Consider the example in Fig. 6a again. After the filtering phase, three objects, namely
p2, p8, andp9, have been determined to be candidate RNNs ofq. However, in the veri-
fication phase, the search results show that, while the nearest neighbor of bothp2 andp9

is q, the nearest neighbor ofp8 is notq, but another type-O object namedo3. Therefore,
only p2 andp9 are precise RNNs ofq and are added toRNNSet. Meanwhile,o3 is added to
RNNPruningPartnersandp8 is removed fromRNNCand. After o3 is added toRNNPrun-
ingPartners, the pruned region is updated andp8 now lies in this region as depicted in Fig.
6b. Eventually, after the whole initial step, two objectsp2 andp9 are reported to the user.
Fig. 7 shows the pseudo-code of the initial step of LINE for the bichromatic case.

4.2 Incremental Step

In the incremental step, LINE continuously updates the query result and reports this
updated result to the user. Like the monochromatic case, LINE requires only sensor nodes
in some restricted areas, instead of the whole space, to monitor objects’ movements. The
shapes of the restricted monitoring areas will be adaptively adjusted when necessary so
that exact RNNs ofq can be found with minimal efforts. In particular for the bichromatic
case, LINE monitors the unpruned region aroundq, the circular regions around the RNNs
of q that coverq, and the grid cells containing the objects inRNNPruningPartners. Notice
that, for every candidate objectpi, afterpi is verified, if the nearest neighbor ofpi is not
q, we add this nearest neighbor toRNNPrunningPartnersand removepi from RNNCand.
Therefore, the two setsRNNSetandRNNCandare actually the same after the verification
of all candidate objects and we say that LINE monitors the circular regions around the
RNNs ofq instead of saying that LINE monitors the circular regions around the candidate
objects. We mark the grid cells that overlap these monitoring areas as “M”. To mark the
cells overlapping the unpruned region and the cells containing pruning partners, a message
is sent from the query sink node to each cell. To mark the cellsoverlapping the circular
region around each RNN object, a message is sent from theC-node of the cell containing
this object to each of the overlapping cells. After the initial step finishes, all relevant cells
are marked. Later, after every sampling interval, only cells marked as “M” have to sense
object locations in their areas. Then, depending on the specific scenario among the ones
presented below, the set of RNNs ofq will be reevaluated and the shapes of the monitoring
areas will be adjusted.



Fig. 7. The initial step of LINE for bichromatic case

4.2.1 When an objectpi of type P moves from the unpruned region to the pruned
region, pi excludes itself fromRNNSet

In this scenario, the cell previously containingpi informs the query sink node about
the disappearance ofpi. No cell informs the query sink node about the appearance ofpi

in anywhere else in the unpruned region. The query sink node thus has to check the set
RNNSetand removepi from this set. TheC-node of the cell previously containingpi

sends messages to all cells overlapping the old circular monitoring regionCRi of pi, but
not overlapping the unpruned region, to turn off the monitoring tasks in these cells. Fig. 8a
shows an example of this scenario where objectp2 takes the role ofpi.



(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2 (c) Scenario 3

(d) Scenario 4 (e) Scenario 5
Fig. 8. Bichromatic RNN - Monitoring scenarios of the incremental step

4.2.2 When an objectpi of type P moves from the pruned region to the unpruned
region or changes its location inside the unpruned region, it is needed to check
if pi is a member ofRNNSet

A certain grid cell in the unpruned region notifies the query sink node about the ap-
pearance ofpi in its area. After receiving such a notification, the query sink node sends a
message to the grid cell containingpi to ask for the verification ofpi. From this grid cell,
a nearest neighbor search is performed to find the nearest neighbor ofpi among type-O
objects. As in the verification phase of the initial step, ifq is pi’s nearest neighbor,pi will
be added toRNNSet. Otherwise, the type-O object that ispi’s nearest neighbor will be
added toRNNPruningPartnersand the grid cell containing this object will be notified to
turn on its monitoring task. Next, ifpi lay in the unpruned region before moving, it must be
a member ofRNNSetand have a circular monitoring region around. TheC-node of the cell
previously containingpi, in this case, sends notification messages to all cells overlapping
the old monitoring region ofpi to turn off the monitoring tasks in these cells. Note that,
if the receiving cell is performing a monitoring task for theunpruned region, the turn-off
notification is ignored. Finally, in casepi is a member ofRNNSet, theC-node of the cell
currently holdingpi establishes a new circular monitoring region forpi by sending notifi-
cation messages to relevant cells. An example for this scenario is given in Fig. 8b where
objectp5 moves from the pruned region to the unpruned region and object p9 changes its
location inside the unpruned region.



4.2.3 When an objectoi of type O moves into the circular monitoring region CRj of
a RNN objectpj , pj is no longer a RNN object

First, oi is detected by a grid cellGd
i which is overlappingCRj . Next, theC-node

of Gd
i sends a notification message containingoi’s location to both theC-nodenC(Gj)

of the cellGj holding pj and the query sink node. AtGj , nC(Gj) thus knows that the
nearest neighbor ofpj has changed fromq to oi. nC(Gj) updates its memory about this
fact and sends messages to grid cells overlapping the current monitoring regionCRj of pj ,
but not overlapping the unpruned region, to turn off the monitoring tasks in these cells. At
the query sink node,pj is removed fromRNNSetandoi is added toRNNPruningPartners.
The query sink node usesoi to recheck all other objects inRNNSetand remove the one that
q is no longer its nearest neighbor. Next, the query sink node sends a message toGd

i to turn
on the monitoring task of this cell and messages to cells switched from unpruned to pruned
due to the appearance ofoi to turn off these cells’ monitoring tasks. Fig. 8c illustrates this
scenario in which objecto1 moves into the monitoring region of the RNN objectp2. Thus,
p2 has to be removed fromRNNSetando1 has to be added toRNNPruningPartners.

4.2.4 When a pruning partneroi moves, the perpendicular bisector betweenoi and
q may not work for half-space pruning anymore

When receiving any notification about the moving or disappearance of a pruning
partneroi, the query sink node removesoi from the setRNNPruningPartners. Due to
the removal of this pruning partner, the unpruned region expands to include some new
subregions. Hence, the query sink node searches for new pruning partners in these new
subregions, making a new pruning region, and finding objectsof type P in the new un-
pruned subregions. Then, the query sink node sends messagesto all cells containing the
collected type-P objects to ask for verifications. After these verifications,the relevant sets
are updated. Finally, all related cells are notified to turn on/off their monitoring duty. Fig.
8d shows an example for this scenario where a pruning partnernamedo6 moves.

4.2.5 When the query point moves,RNNSet may be significantly affected

The query sink node performs RNN search as in the initial step, except that the current
setRNNPruningPartnersis attached to the query message from the beginning to narrow
down the search space. Fig. 8e demonstrates this scenario where the query pointq changes
its location.

Out of the described scenarios, the query result is not affected. Besides, when two
conflicting scenarios occur concurrently, LINE can rely on the dominance relations be-
tween the scenarios to decide which one should be processed.According to the descrip-
tions of all scenarios, Scenario 5 dominates all others. Scenario 4 dominates Scenario 1.
Other pairs of scenarios can be processed in parallel. In anycase, after every sampling
interval, the query sink node reports the most updated version of RNNSetto the user. Fig.
9 shows an abstract of the incremental step of LINE for the bichromatic case.



Fig. 9. The incremental step of LINE for bichromatic case

5. PROOF OF CORRECTNESS

In this section, we present proofs of correctness for our LINE algorithms in the context
discussed so far. Among the theorems presenting below, Theorem 1 and 2 are applied
to both monochromatic and bichromatic cases, Theorem 3 is only for the monochromatic
case, and Theorem 4 is only for the bichromatic case.

Theorem 1 LINE only returns exact RNNs.



Proof In both steps of LINE, an arbitrary objectoi is added toRNNSetonly whenoi has
passed a verification process which ensures thatq is really oi’s nearest neighbor. As a
result, LINE only returns exact RNNs ofq. �

Theorem 2 LINE returns all RNNs.

Proof In both steps of LINE, the pruning process, using half-spacepruning rule, only
excludes objects whose nearest neighbors are clearly notq from further consideration.
Note that, only objects that cannot be pruned, i.e., candidate objects, are possible RNNs
of q. Meanwhile, all candidate objects are always verified and ifa candidate object is an
exact RNN ofq, it will be added toRNNSet. Therefore, all RNNs ofq will be returned.�

Theorem 3 The described scenarios in the incremental step of LINE for the monochro-
matic case cover the entire situation.

Proof Consider an arbitrary objectoi. In the monochromatic case,oi can only take one of
the following four roles:

1. oi is the query point. Then, any movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 5.

2. oi is a candidate object. Then, any movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 4.

3. oi is the nearest neighbor of a candidate object. Ifoi moves away from that candidate
object, and does not move into the circular monitoring region of any candidate object
as well as the unpruned region, the movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 2.
Otherwise, ifoi moves into the circular monitoring region of a candidate object, the
movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 1. In the remaining case (i.e.,oi moves
into the unpruned region), the movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 3.

4. oi does not take any of the three roles mentioned above. Then,oi must lie in the
pruned region and outside of the circular monitoring regions of all candidate objects.
If oi moves into the unpruned region,oi will be handled in Scenario 3. Ifoi moves
into the circular monitoring region of a candidate object, but not into the unpruned
region,oi will be handled in Scenario 1. Ifoi moves to somewhere else, the query
result is not affected.

Consequently, all situations that can affect the query result are covered by the presented
scenarios.�

Theorem 4 The described scenarios in the incremental step of LINE for the bichromatic
case cover the entire situation.

Proof Consider an arbitrary objectoi. In the bichromatic case,oi can only take one of the
following four roles:

1. oi is the query point. Then, any movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 5.

2. oi is a pruning partner. Then, any movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 4.



3. oi is a type-O object and is neither the query point nor a pruning partner. Then,oi

must be lying in the pruned region. Ifoi moves into the circular monitoring region
of a candidate object, the movement ofoi will be covered by Scenario 3. Otherwise,
the movement ofoi does not affect the query result and does not need to be handled.

4. oi does not take any of the three roles mentioned above. Then,oi must be a type-P
object. First, ifoi is lying inside the unpruned region,oi is being a RNN ofq. In
this case, ifoi moves into the pruned region, the movement ofoi will be covered
by Scenario 1. Otherwise (i.e.,oi changes its location inside the unpruned region),
the movement ofoi will be handled by Scenario 2. Second, ifoi is lying inside the
pruned region,oi is surely not a RNN ofq. In this case, ifoi moves into the unpruned
region, the movement ofoi will be handled in Scenario 2. Otherwise (i.e.,oi moves
to somewhere else inside the pruned region), the movement ofoi does not affect the
query result and does not need to be handled.

In conclusion, all situations that can affect the query result are covered by the presented
scenarios.�

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have simulated a sensor network to evaluate the performance of our algorithms.
The network consists of 2500 sensor nodes, deployed randomly on a geographical area of
size 500m × 500m. On average, each sensor node covers an area of about 100m2. The
transmission rangeRt and sensing rangeRs of each node were set at 30m and 20m,
respectively. As in [37, 38], the energy consumption for sending a message is determined
by a cost functions · (α + β · dq), wheres is the message size andd is the distance of
message transmission. The values ofα, β, andq were set at 50nJ/b, 100pJ/b/m2, and
2, respectively. The energy consumption for receiving a message is given bys · γ, where
γ was set at 50nJ/b. The energy consumption for sensing new object locations ineach
epoch was set at 5µJ . We assume that each data value takes up 4 bytes in the message.

A number ofn objects were randomly distributed and tracked in the sensing field.
In the experiments for monochromatic queries, alln objects are of the same type. In the
experiments for bichromatic queries, there are two distinct types of objectsO andP . By
default, the query point is always taken among type-O objects and the ratio between objects
of type-O and objects of type-P is 1:1. The default values ofn were 600 and 900 for the
monochromatic and bichromatic cases, respectively. Aftereach sampling interval, each
object randomly decides whether it will move or not. If the object decides to move, it
randomly selects a speed from 0 toVmax and a direction from 0 to2π and then moves to
a new location following these selections. This mobility model is called the random walk
model [25]. The default value ofVmax was set at 5m/s.

We simulated the processing of RNN monitoring queries in thenetwork. The query
points were randomly chosen from objects in the sensing field. The default required life-
time Lt and sampling intervalLs of each query were 600s and 30s, respectively. Note
that, the sampling interval is a parameter given by the user.In our experiments, we set the
sampling interval at 30s as in [25,40–44]. As in [25], the performance is evaluated by three
metrics: energy consumption, query latency, and query accuracy. Specifically,energy con-
sumptionis the average amount of energy consumed by all sensor nodes in the simulation.



Query latencyis defined as the average time duration between the time when the query
evaluation or reevaluation is initiated and the time when the query results are returned. Be-
sides, when the results are available at the query sink, theymay not be completely accurate
because some objects might have moved from their last tracked location due to the query
latency. Thus,query accuracyis defined as(|R∩R′|)/|R′|, whereR is the RNN result set
obtained by the query sink andR′ is the actual RNN set at the time when the query results
are returned. Note that, discussion for the energy consumption will be presented in Section
6.1, while discussions for the query latency and accuracy will be presented in Section 6.2
and 6.3, respectively. The values shown in the figure for eachexperiment are the means
obtained from 300 simulation runs. For both monochromatic and bichromatic cases, we
have implemented and compared three algorithms:

1. CENT: the centralized monitoring algorithm in which all sensor nodes have to sam-
ple new object locations and send updated locations to a central server for processing.

2. LREP(Localized and REPetitive): a variant of our LINE algorithmwhere the initial
step is repeatedly called after every sampling interval to get the query result while
the incremental step is omitted.

3. LINE: our localized and incremental monitoring algorithm with full features.

6.1 Discussion about Energy Consumption

Fig. 10 shows results of our first experiment when we vary the query lifetime from 150
to 1050 seconds. As expected, in both monochromatic and bichromatic cases, LREP and
LINE are much better than CENT. While CENT requires all sensornodes to sample object
locations and send new locations to the central server, LREPand LINE only request for
new object locations in some small areas near the query point. Especially, with the fact that
LINE results in much better average energy consumption thanLREP, we are confirmed that
the incremental monitoring procedure substantially improves the localized scheme further.
The incremental monitoring procedure considers monitoring scenarios in detail and asks
for information from the sensor nodes only when needed. As the monitoring duration
(i.e., the query lifetime) increases, the performance gap between LINE and CENT (as well
as between LREP and CENT) becomes greater. Approximately, the average amounts of
energy consumption achieved by LINE are only around 1/20 to 1/5 in the monochromatic
case and 1/13 to 1/5 in the bichromatic case of those obtainedby CENT.

Fig. 11 presents results of our second experiment when we change the number
of objectsn tracked in the network’s deployment area.n is varied from 300 to 900 in the
monochromatic case and from 600 to 1200 in the bichromatic case. In both cases, the local-
ized algorithms consistently show much more efficient energy usage than the centralized
one. Interestingly, when the number of objects increases, the performance of CENT was
not much affected while the performances of LREP and LINE became even better. This is
because when there are more objects in the same field, the object density rises. CENT still
requests all updated object locations to be sent to a centralserver. In contrast, with higher
object densities, LREP and LINE can find candidate objects orpruning partners more eas-
ily and can prune most of the other objects sooner. Moreover,the dominance of LINE over
LREP reasserts that incrementally maintaining and using the monitoring areas to answer



(a) Monochromatic (b) Bichromatic
Fig. 10. Varying the query lifetime

the queries can save the sensor nodes’ power more significantly than only applying the
localized searching procedure repeatedly.

(a) Monochromatic (b) Bichromatic
Fig. 11. Varying the number of objects tracked

In the third experiment, we measure the impact of the object velocity on the
performances of the algorithms. We alter the maximum objectvelocity Vmax from 2.5
m/s to 17.5m/s in both RNN monitoring cases. From the results shown in Fig. 12, we
see that the amounts of energy used gradually increase in allthree algorithms. The reason
is that more location updates are detected and transmitted when the objects move faster.
However, LINE and LREP are always much more efficient than CENT and, among the
three algorithms, LINE is invariably the best.

Fig. 13 shows results of our next experiment when we vary the size of the sensor
network from about 1200 to 4200 sensor nodes. The size of the geographical area to deploy
the network is also raised correspondingly. From the figure,we can see that the amount of
energy consumed by CENT increases quickly as the network size increases. In contrast, the
amounts of energy used by LREP and LINE are almost not affected in the same condition.
Thus, the benefits of the localized algorithms are greater asthe network grows.

Specially, in the bichromatic case, there are two type of objectsO andP . While
the query object and pruning partners are objects of typeO, candidate RNNs are of type
P . In this experiment, we measure the performances of the three algorithms with various



(a) Monochromatic (b) Bichromatic
Fig. 12. Varying the objects’ velocity

(a) Monochromatic (b) Bichromatic
Fig. 13. Varying the sensor network’s size

ratios between the number of type-O objects and the whole number of all objects. Note
that, when the ratio of type-O objects increases, the ratio of type-P objects decreases
correspondingly. Results shown in Fig. 14 demonstrate that, when the ratio of type-O
objects rises, the sensor nodes’ energy consumption does not change in the case of CENT,
falls in the case of LREP, and slightly rises in the case of LINE. In the case of CENT, it is
clear that objects’ ratio does not affect the amount of energy consumption. In second case,
LREP results in lower average energy consumption because itcan find the pruning partners
earlier. In the last case, although getting benefit from finding pruning partners earlier, LINE
results in slightly higher amounts of energy used. The reason is that the average number of
pruning partners was higher, so more power was consumed for the scenario of reevaluating
the query result when pruning partners change their locations. It is also because there is
more chance for objects of type-O move into the unpruned region or the circular monitoring
regions around RNN objects. Nevertheless, with all ratios experimented, LINE is always
over 10 times more efficient than CENT and at least 3 times moreefficient than LREP.

6.2 Discussion about Query Latency

In this section, we present results of our experiments for the query latency metric. The
input parameters, including query lifetime, number of objects, object velocity, network



Fig. 14. Varying the objects’ ratio

size, and object ratio, are all the same as those shown in Section 6.1. However, for each
type of parameters, we show only the query latency of the centralized algorithm and the
proposed LINE algorithm (i.e., the LREP algorithm is omitted) for clarity. Additionally,
for the proposed LINE algorithm, we present not only the general latency, but also the
detailed latency of theInitial Query Evaluation(which is done by the Initial Step) and the
Query Reevaluation(which is repeatedly done by the Incremental Step).

Fig. 15 shows the first results when the query lifetime is varied. We can see that the la-
tency of the centralized scheme does not change while the latency of the localized scheme
gradually decreases as the required query lifetime increases. It is because, although the
initial query evaluation process is rather long, the query reevaluation process is often very
short. Thus, the longer the query lifetime is, the more benefit the user can get from the
proposed algorithm. Besides, we can see that the query latency of LINE is often lower
than the query latency of CENT in the monochromatic case while the reversed trend hap-
pens in the bichromatic case. The reason is that, in the bichromatic case, the number of
RNNs is usually higher and these RNNs are also more scatteredover the field, than in the
monochromatic case. Consequently, the search space for these RNNs is larger and takes
more time to finish.

Fig. 16 demonstrates the algorithms’ latency when the number of objects is altered. In
general, when there are more objects in the same field, LINE can prune irrelevant objects
sooner and find the RNNs faster. In this case, not only the query reevaluation process,
but also the initial query evaluation process, can be done more quickly. Notice that, the
latency of LINE is also higher than that of CENT in the bichromatic case, and vice versa
in the monochromatic case. The reason is the same as the one wementioned for the case
of query lifetime in the previous paragraph. This reason also applies to the cases of other
experimental parameters, thus we will not discuss it again in later paragraphs.

In Fig. 17, the query latency is measured when different object velocities are used.
For both monochromatic and bichromatic cases, the latency of the algorithms gradually
rises because more changes need to be carried out.

Fig. 18 shows that, when the network size increases, the query latency of all algo-
rithms increases. In the case of LINE, it is because the search space for the RNNs is larger.
In the case of CENT, it is because more time is needed to collect object location updates
from remote sensor nodes. Nevertheless, notice that the speed of latency increasing of
LINE is lower than that of CENT. The reason is that the monitoring regions established by
LINE expand at a lower speed than the network.



(a) Monochromatic (CENT& LINE) (b) Monochromatic (LINE)

(c) Bichromatic (CENT& LINE) (d) Bichromatic (LINE)
Fig. 15. Varying the query lifetime

In particular for the bichromatic case, Fig. 19 shows that the latency of LINE and
CENT does not change much when more objects of typeO appear in the monitoring field.
For the case of LINE, we can further see that, when there are more objects of typeO, the
initial query evaluation process can be done faster since the pruning partners can be found
easier. However, the query reevaluation process needs moretime because there is higher
probability that the pruning partners change their locations and also higher probability that
some type-O objects move into the unpruned region.

6.3 Discussion about Query Accuracy

In Fig. 20 and 21, we present accuracy of the proposed LINE algorithm. The input
parameters are all the same as those shown in Section 6.1 and 6.2. In general, LINE’s
accuracy is at least 97% in the monochromatic case and at least 99% in the bichromatic
case, in all experiments. Here, the accuracy in the monochromatic case is clearly lower
than the accuracy in the bichromatic case. The reason is that, in the monochromatic case,
all objects take the same role, so the movement of any object is more likely to affect the
query result. In contrast, in the bichromatic case, objectsbelong to one of two distinct
types with different roles. Suppose that the query pointq belongs to type-O and the RNNs
of q belong to type-P . Then, the movements of type-P objects, which constitute a half of
all objects in the field, rarely affect the query result. Moreover, since the number of RNNs
in the bichromatic case is often higher than the number of RNNs in the remaining case, a



(a) Monochromatic (CENT& LINE) (b) Monochromatic (LINE)

(c) Bichromatic (CENT& LINE) (d) Bichromatic (LINE)
Fig. 16. Varying the number of objects

change in the object location has a lower impact on the RNN result.

7. RELATED WORK

Korn and Muthukrishnan were first to study RNN queries [1]. They proposed to pre-
calculate a circle for each data object and store the set of such circles in an R-tree index
structure. Techniques to improve their work were proposed by Yang et al. [2] and Lin et
al. [3], primarily focusing on how to improve this R-tree index. In [4], Stanoi et al. were
first to propose a method to solve RNN queries that does not need any precomputation.
In their method, an idea often calledsix-regions pruningwas proposed. According to this
idea, the whole monitoring space is partitioned into six equal regions of 60◦ centered at the
query pointq. Only the point nearest toq in each region can be a RNN ofq. Later, in [5],
Tao et al. proposed a method to solve reversek nearest neighbor (kNN) queries in arbitrary
dimensions. In this method, the idea ofhalf-space pruningwas introduced. Given a query
pointq, this method recursively prunes the space using the perpendicular bisector between
q and its nearest neighbor in the unpruned space, until there is no object left. Then false
positives are removed by checking the precise nearest neighbor of each candidate object.
Tao et al. showed in [5] that half-space pruning is more powerful than six-regions pruning.
In [6], Singh et al. proposed an algorithm that finds approximate solutions to the RNN
queries in high dimensions. Their approach is based on the strong correlation between the
kNNs and RNNs. The kNNs of the query point are found first and then further analyzed to
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Fig. 17. Varying the objects’ velocity

find the exact RNNs. In [7], Yiu et al. studied the RNN queries in large graphs. A funda-
mental lemma which can be used to prune the search space whiletraversing the graph was
presented. Based on this lemma, they developed an eager algorithm that attempts to prune
network nodes as soon as they are visited and a lazy techniquethat prunes the search space
when a data point is discovered. In [8], Tao et al. proposed first algorithms for efficient
RNN search in generic metric spaces. These algorithms do notrequire detailed representa-
tions of the objects and are applicable as long as the similarity between two objects can be
evaluated. In [9], Achtert et al. developed the first solution for reverse kNN search in met-
ric spaces. They proposed to use conservative and progressive distance approximations in
order to filter out true drops and true hits. In [10], Yiu and Mamoulis studied RNN search
in ad hoc subspaces. In [11], Wu et. al proposed an algorithm for reverse kNN queries in
2d-space. Lian and Chen [12] presented a procedure to solve probabilistic RNN queries in
uncertain databases. Gao et al. [13] introduced an algorithm for RNN query processing in
the presence of obstacles. Nevertheless, all of the above studies focus on snapshot RNN
queries while our work focus on continuous RNN monitoring queries.

To solve continuous RNN monitoring queries in environmentsother than wireless sen-
sor networks, a few algorithms have also been proposed. In [14], Benetis et al. presented
the first continuous RNN monitoring algorithm. However, they assumed that velocities of
the objects are known and their algorithm is only suitable for the monochromatic RNN
monitoring problem. First work that does not assume any knowledge of objects’ trajectory
information was presented in [15] by Xia and Zhang. The proposed solution is based on
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Fig. 18. Varying the network’s size

(a) Bichromatic (CENT& LINE) (b) Bichromatic (LINE)
Fig. 19. Varying the objects’ ratio

the six-region pruning approach and only the monochromaticcase was considered. Kang
et al. [16] proposed a continuous monitoring RNN algorithm for both monochromatic and
bichromatic cases based on the half-space pruning approach. This study was the first at-
tempt for the bichromatic case of RNN monitoring queries. Wuet al. [17] developed the
first solution for continuous monitoring of reverse kNNs. Their solution is similar to the
one based on six-region pruning in [15]. Sun et al. [18] proposed a continuous RNN query
processing algorithm that can be adapted to the dynamic updates of traffic situations in road
networks. Cheema et al. [19] introduced an efficient technique to continuously monitor re-
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Fig. 20. Accuracy of the proposed LINE algorithm for Monochromatic RNN monitoring

verse kNNs by assigning each object and the query point a rectangular safe region such that
the expensive recomputation is not required as long as the query point and objects remain
in their respective safe regions. While the above algorithmswork well in their target envi-
ronments, they cannot adapt well to wireless sensor networks due to resource constraints
of the wireless sensor nodes. In these algorithms, which arenot aimed for wireless sensor
networks, the authors process the query at a central server and focus on reducing the pro-
cessing time and memory usage. Special characteristics of the wireless sensor networks,
such as the limited energy and short communication range, are not considered. Thus, there
is no technique to reduce the sensor nodes’ energy consumption. How the sensor data is
collected into relevant sensor nodes for further processing is also not clear. For the correct
processing of the RNN queries, these algorithms also need global information of network
(e.g., the locations of all objects in the field have to be always available). As a result, the
performance of these algorithms, in terms of sensor nodes’ energy consumption, is similar
to the centralized algorithm we presented in the experiments. On the contrary, we local-
ize the query processing tasks to sensor nodes near the querypoint and concentrate on
reducing the sensor nodes’ energy consumption. We utilize local information at the sensor
nodes. The detailed processing of how the sensor nodes communicate and collaborate with
each other (e.g., when and to which node a message should be sent, what information a
message should contain) to find the RNNs of the query point areall new. The design of the
monitoring scenarios and its detailed processing are also completely new. Nonetheless, our
work has been greatly inspired by all of the above studies, especially the ones by Kang et
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Fig. 21. Accuracy of the proposed LINE algorithm for Bichromatic RNN monitoring

al. [16] and Xia and Zhang [15], on the design of the structureand the monitoring scenarios
of our algorithms.

In wireless sensor network area, several studies have been done on spatial query pro-
cessing. Winter et al. [20] and Wu et al. [21] proposed schemes to search thek nearest
sensor nodes in location-aware sensor networks. In [20], two algorithms were proposed,
one uses the geographic routing tree for static scenarios and the other uses the GPSR rout-
ing technique for dynamic scenarios. In [21], the authors designed a maintenance-free,
itinerary-based approach to search fork nearest sensor nodes. The search space is divided
into multiple cone-shape subspaces centered at the query point to enable parallel searches.



Meanwhile, Xu et al. [22] studied window query processing insensor networks. Window
queries are propagated along the sensor nodes via well-designed itineraries. Data collected
by the sensor nodes are aggregated along with query propagation until all nodes in the
window have been visited. Yao et al. [23] proposed a scheme toprocess nearest neighbor
queries. Each nearest neighbor query is evaluated by sequentially visiting the grid cells
surrounding the query point. However, these studies only focused on snapshot query pro-
cessing. In [24], Coman et al. investigated the problem of processing historical spatial
range queries in peer-to-peer sensor networks. A two-phasequery processing framework,
called SWIP, was proposed where in the first phase a path from the query originator to
the query region is found and in the second phase the query is processed within the query
region itself. Analytical models were used to dynamically select the best processing strat-
egy depending on the query specifics. Recently, a localized scheme for kNN monitoring
has been proposed by Yao et al. [25]. A monitoring area is set up when the kNN query is
initially evaluated. Only the location updates from sensornodes in the monitoring area are
collected to reevaluate the query. The monitoring area is expanded and shrunk on the fly
upon object movements. In our LINE algorithms, the grid structure that we use to partition
the network is similar to the one in [25]. Moreover, we were motivated by the localized
scheme proposed in [25] in designing our localized RNN searching and incremental RNN
reevaluation techniques. In our algorithms, the search forRNNs of a query pointq is often
restricted to only some small regions aroundq, in the same spirit of the localized scheme
in [25]. Nevertheless, recall that the kNN problem and RNN problem are very different
from each other. Therefore, although we learn some great ideas from Yao et al. and ap-
ply these ideas to our algorithms, the detailed processing steps of our algorithms are very
different from those in [25]. For example, how sensor nodes should communicate with
each other, to which node a message should be sent to, and whatinformation is needed
in a specific place are some of the particular problems we haveto solve. As another in-
stance, all parts of the monitoring and maintenance steps, such as the design of monitoring
scenarios, the instructions to sensor nodes for appropriate processing in each scenario, and
the decisions of when and how the monitoring areas should be changed to adapt to the
object movements, are all our new contributions. To the bestof our knowledge, only one
study has been done on RNN query processing in wireless sensor networks by Tseng et
al. [39]. Nevertheless, they only tried to tackle the problem of snapshot monochromatic
RNN queries. On the contrary, we study the problem of RNN monitoring queries and
develop algorithms for both monochromatic and bichromaticcases in this paper.

8. CONCLUSION

We have studied the problem of RNN monitoring queries in wireless sensor networks.
We considered both monochromatic and bichromatic cases anddeveloped for each case
a localized and incremental monitoring algorithm. In thesealgorithms, our key ideas are
to localize the RNN searching and verification tasks to only some small areas around the
query point and to incrementally maintain some limited monitoring areas around the query
point and some relevant objects. In both monochromatic and bichromatic cases, the pro-
posed algorithm consists of two steps: (1) the initial step that runs only once at the query
issuing time to retrieve the initial query result and establish the monitoring areas; and (2)
the incremental step that runs after every sampling interval during the query lifetime to



reevaluate the query result and adjust the monitoring areas. In most monitoring scenarios,
only sensor nodes in the monitoring areas, instead of the whole space, have to sense and
process new object locations after each sampling interval.Proofs of correctness have been
presented to show that our algorithms return not only exact but also all RNNs of the query
point. We also proved that the described scenarios in the incremental steps of our algo-
rithms cover the entire situation. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed algorithms
are the first ones that deal with monochromatic and bichromatic RNN monitoring queries
in wireless sensor networks. Results from extensive experiments demonstrate that these
algorithms are scalable and greatly more efficient than the centralized ones in terms of
average energy consumption.

A Grid Cell Centroid Computation

In this section, we present an example on the computation of grid cells’ centroid locations
in Section 2.3. Let us see Fig. 22. Assume that the location ofthe query pointq and an
objectO are(q.x, q.y) = (0.75, 1.1) and(x, y) = (2.3, 1.8), respectively. The value of
α is 1. ObjectO is lying inside a grid cellGs whose centroid is namedC. The location
(cx, cy) of C is not known. Now, we can compute the location ofC by using the formula
that we have mentioned as follows.

(cx, cy) =

(

q.x + ⌊x −
(

q.x − α
2

)

α
⌋ · α, q.y + ⌊y −

(

q.y − α
2

)

α
⌋ · α

)

=

(

0.75 + ⌊2.3 −
(

0.75 − 1

2

)

1
⌋ · 1, 1.1 + ⌊1.8 −

(

1.1 − 1

2

)

1
⌋ · 1

)

= (0.75 + ⌊2.5⌋ · 1, 1.1 + ⌊1.2⌋ · 1)

= (0.75 + 2, 1.1 + 1)

= (2.75, 2.1)
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